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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN

Dear Mr. Trump
Every four years, I write a letter to the President-elect. Here is the letter I sent to Donald Trump.

I

did not vote for you (I didn’t vote for Hillary either), but I wish you all the best as you take the office of President. America
and American business face a number of serious challenges, but I am an optimist and see more opportunities than peril. I
have focused my comments on the sporting goods and active footwear and apparel business. I have been an observer of
this business segment for the past 30 years and been fortunate to interview many of the best executives in the business.
Here are some actions I would like to see your administration undertake:

• A 12 percent Federal Tax on all products sold on the Internet. This would raise more than $1 billion in new revenue for the
Federal government (which would fund it for about half a day) and would also put web retailers on fair footing with brick-andmortar stores, especially smaller independents. Right now, web retailers don’t charge sales tax in most states and they offer
free shipping (and usually free returns). Money spent with web retailers leaves the community, while a large share of every
dollar spent with local merchants stays in that community and supports local employment and commerce. This tax could be
implemented in your first 100 days and its benefits would be felt immediately. You promised to Make America Great Again. I
don’t believe America ever stopped being great. But it has stopped being fair
in many cases. And right now, big web retailers enjoy an unfair advantage
over local stores. A federal Internet tax would go a long way towards creating
a level playing field in retail.
• Encourage companies to make stuff in the USA. Conventional wisdom says
this can not be done. Conventional wisdom also said you’d never be elected
president. The United States cannot experience strong sustained financial
growth as a consumption-based economy. Eventually we need to develop a
sustained manufacturing base and footwear and apparel can play a pivotal
role. New Balance makes four million shoes annually in the United States.
Other shoe brands are trying to follow suit. A4 has a large and growing cutand-sew operation in Los Angeles’ thriving apparel manufacturing community.
As wages increase in China, making stuff here makes more sense. Mr. Trump,
start by taking a leadership role with merchandise bearing your own brand.
In retail shops in Trump Tower, a cotton hat for Trump National Golf Club
selling for $35 is made in Bangladesh. A Trump Tower hoodie retailing for
$50 is made in Pakistan. The Made in America label is a source of quality and pride to everyone who makes something here.
Increasing tariffs on imports is not the way to make American made products competitive. Offer tax incentives to companies
that manufacture here and create jobs.
• American business as a positive force in the world. If you think our economy is in the tank, look around the world. Ten
percent of all loans in China are not even covering their interest. Real estate in South America is available at deep discount
and if we can ever get that pipeline built in the Dakotas, oil prices will drop to under $30 a barrel (it’s $53 as I write this) and
our frenemies in Russia and the Middle East will feel the pinch so badly their Putins will hurt. All this will create opportunity
for American companies to expand globally and, along with that, spread American influence in a positive way.
Despite your campaign slogan, America has never stopped being great. My wish for you and all Americans, especially our
You may hear from me again in four years.
Respectfully yours,
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children, is that America becomes greater still — and that this greatness is shared abundantly at home and around the world.

WINNING FELT BETTER THAN ANYTHING
DAVID HAD TRIED IN COLLEGE.
THE CW-X® PATENTED EXO-WEB™ PROVIDES TARGETED MUSCLE SUPPORT FOR THE QUADS,
HAMSTRINGS AND CALVES TO MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY AND ENDURANCE.

MEN’S INSULATOR ENDURANCE PRO TIGHT

Endurance Engineered.

MEN’S ENDURANCE PRO TIGHT

CW-X.COM

IN THE MARKET

Adidas Goes Big with New Flagship

The store design
is inspired by
high school
stadiums and
features a
“stadium retail”
concept.

A

didas NYC, the new brand flagship and largest Adidas store worldwide, opened in early December. Located at the
intersection of 5th Avenue and 46th Street in New York City, Adidas NYC’s design is inspired by high school stadiums and features a “stadium retail” concept. The four-level, 45,000-square-foot store features a tunnel entrance,
stands for live-game viewing on big screens, locker rooms instead of dressing rooms and track and field areas
where consumers can test and experience products.
Sustainability was central to the store design, with the location maintaining the building’s existing textures and finishes,
reducing the need for new materials. The store features hangers and mannequins created from recycled ocean plastic and
developed in collaboration with Parley for the Oceans. Consumers can contribute to Parley’s beach clean-up efforts in the
Maldives by purchasing Adidas x Parley water bottles available in the store.
The store also offers real-time fitness consultations from EXOS trainers, healthy juices and snacks co-created with Brooklynbased Grass Roots Juicery, a concierge desk, a same-day hotel delivery service and personalized shopping experiences
such as the Run Genie gait analysis tool. O
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Athlete
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With its neutral arch and design, the ATHLETE™ fits naturally
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IN THE MARKET

Modell’s Is Bullish on Spring, Footwear
By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

(The new Cherry Hill store replaces the store’s
odell’s celebrated an aggressive expancurrent location, which stayed open through the
holidays and was slated to close in mid-January.)
sion as 2016 came to a close, opening
four locations around New York City
The retailer now operates 159 locations, largely in
in the 10 days before Thanksgiving,
the tri-state area.
including a 21,000-square-foot flagship location at
To pull off the openings, Modell’s added more
51st and Third Ave in midtown Manhattan.
than 120 associates. “We put seasoned people in
the new stores and keep the newer people in the
“It’s a former Sports Authority and was originally
older stores,” Modell says. “It’s a much smoother
part of the package Dick’s [Sporting Goods] bought,
transition.”
but they elected on October 1 to give it back to the
landlord,” Mitchell Modell, CEO of Modell’s, says.
And while “early indications for the stores are
“After they turned it back in, the landlord called
very strong,” Modell says, getting four stores ready
me up a few days later and we opened up the store
to open hasn’t been simple. He says the quick turnsix weeks after that.”
around that got the stores ready in time for Black
Friday was “pretty taxing to the
organization.” But, he notes, “if
you miss Black Friday, you have
to wait until Spring and that’s
not part of our M.O.”
Heading into 2017, Modell
is bullish as the market resets
after The Sports Authority’
product liquidation and store
closures. “We felt it for 60 days,
particularly in footwear and
cleated footwear as they liquidated a lot of goods,” he says.
Modell’s opened a flagship in New York City this past November.
“But Spring is a huge opportunity because the goods have
been flushed out and they
They were able to take advantage of a recent
didn’t get in any of the Fall and Winter goods, so
renovation by the Sports Authority, he says. The
we’re seeing a pop in Winter goods like fleece and
shop will carry what Modell terms an “elevated
outerwear.”
assortment” of product from key athletic brands,
Modell’s will also be moving to a full service footwho Modell says worked on the abbreviated timeline
wear model in the new year, removing the footwear
to get the store special merchandise.
bunkers from the floor, giving the staff additional
training and “getting a better assortment into the
In addition to the Manhattan door, the familydoors.” The changes should “make a much better
owned Modell’s chain recently opened doors in
environment,” Modell says. O
Bloomfield, NJ, Cherry Hill, NJ, and Brooklyn, NY.

M
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The new Under Tight uses body-mapping technology.

T

THERE ARE 13.7 MILLION BASEBALL
players in the U.S., ranking baseball as
the second most popular team sport
in the U.S. behind only basketball,
according to research from the Sports
& Fitness Industry Association (SFIA).
The stats show that 2.6 million of the
players are female.
“Girls playing baseball is on the rise,”
says Justine Siegel, founder of Baseball
for All. “This past summer we had the
Women’s Baseball World Cup with 12
participating countries. And in 2015,
women’s baseball was included for the
first time in the Pan Am Games. The
demand for girls playing baseball with
other girls is there.”
Many other numbers tell the story of
America’s Pastime in 2017:
• Of the 13.7 million baseball players,
nearly 65 percent of them (8.9 million)
are core participants who play 13 or
more days a year.
• It’s worth noting that 88 percent
of core baseball players are male and
72 percent are under the age of 24.
• Baseball participation rose from 13.1
million in 2014 to 13.7 million in 2015.
• The top two age groups for baseball
participation in the U.S. are six-12 year
olds and 13-17 year olds.
• Of the nine geographic regions in the
U.S., the top two regions for participation
are the South Atlantic and the Middle
Atlantic.
• From the perspective of household
income, 28.3 percent of all baseball
players in the U.S. come from households
whose incomes are at least $100,000
per year.

New Under Tight Coming from CW-X
he business of targeted support apparel continues to
push the boundaries of technology. The Fall/Winter 2017
collection for CW-X will include vented, insulated and
stylish print additions, all featuring targeted EXO-WEB to
help athletes perform better, endure longer, and recover faster.
The patented StabilyX Vented Under Tight (MSRP $150), with
male- and female-specific versions, is designed specifically as
an underlayer that can be worn under running shorts in warmer
weather or shell pants in colder weather. The stretch micro-mesh
EXO-VENT body fabric of the tights uses small ventilation pores
to move air toward skin for cooling, and wick moisture away
for evaporation. Using body-mapping technology, the interior
StabilyX EXO-WEB delivers targeted muscle and joint support
while stretch open-mesh panels provide cooling zones in areas of
high heat concentration. O

BASEBALL
BY THE
NUMBERS

• According to sales figures from SFIA’s
Manufacturers Sales by Category Report,
wholesale sales of baseball equipment
(bats, baseballs, batting gloves and
protective gear) in the U.S. in 2015
were $508 million. In 2015, sales of
team uniforms for baseball were $377
million and sales of baseball cleats
were $271.6 million.

For more on trends in the baseball
market, see our story on page 26.

Early Morning or Late Evening Walking, Running or Riding?

NlEecW
tive

Ref
Laces

ZZZKLFNRU\EUDQGVFRPZZZWHQVHFRQGVFRP
6DOHV#WHQVHFRQGVFRP

Kim: tel: 252.230.9251

Compression Sleeve

The graduated Compression Sleeve
helps reduce muscle fatigue while
increasing stamina to allow for
longer distances and faster
recovery after workouts.
With a high needle count,
double welt turned top,
and mesh venting they are
made for comfort and durability.

Graduated Compression
moving from ankle to calf
www.hickorybrDQGVFRPZZw.2ndwind.com
>VDOHV#QGZLQGFRP@
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Adidas Banks on Bryant

W

orld Series champ and National League MVP Kris Bryant
of the Chicago Cubs has signed a multi-year partnership extension with Adidas. Bryant is expected to play
a leading role in brand marketing campaigns and collaborations on future baseball cleats and accessories.
Bryant, a two-time All-Star, was recently featured in Adidas’
Sports Needs Creators TV spot and the brand celebrated his MVP
award with a Chicago takeover, surprising fans around the city
with limited edition Kris Bryant “Kurse Breaker” shirts.
“It’s a phenomenal time to be partnered with Adidas with all the
energy and momentum that the brand has right now,” says Bryant,
whose .292 average with 39 home runs and 102 RBI helped propel
the Cubs to their first World Series Championship in more than
100 years.
In announcing the deal, Mark King, Adidas Group North America
president, described Bryant as “the future of baseball,” and noted
that “there are a lot of people with talent out there, but they don’t
hit 26 home runs as a rookie, become MVP and lead their team
to a World Series win after a more than 100-year drought. Kris is
creating history right before our eyes and what sets him apart is
his love of the game and mindset.” O

Kris Bryant
with Mark King,
Adidas Group
North America
president.

Former NFL Exec Sees Market Opportunity With Premium Men’s Line

N

Rhone aims to
bring premium
fashion and
function to men’s
activewear.
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ate Checketts, CEO and co-founder of Rhone,
says his inspiration to launch the premium
men’s activewear brand came from “personal
necessity.”
Checketts was working in sponsorship strategy for
the National Football League and as one of the perks
of that job received “tons of free product.”
“It wasn’t until then that I realized how terrible a lot
of it was,” he tells Sports Insight. “After I wore it five
times, it would either fall apart or my wife would tell
me that it smelled even though I washed it.”
Two years after launching Rhone to fill that void,
Checketts feels his upstart apparel brand is on the
verge of a major breakthrough. At The Running Event
trade show this past December, Rhone introduced
its GoldFusion collection, using a technology that
was developed for the agricultural business to fight
crop disease.
The GoldFusion technology uses laser technology to adhere microscopic gold and silver particles
to the fabric used in garments, which inhibits odor
retention and improves drying time, colorfastness
and UV protection.
The GoldFusion product debuted earlier this fall
on the Indiegogo crowdsourcing site and generated
$100,00 in revenue. “Crowdsourcing platforms are
known for being made up of early adapters,” so we
were excited to get this product in front of those
people,” Checketts says.
Rhone’s line is currently in about 350 doors, including the pro shops at Equinox gyms, Nordstrom,
Bloomingdale’s and better men’s stores, such as

Mitchell’s and Darien Sports Shop in Connecticut.
“Our goal is to bring premium performance and
a high taste level to a men’s-specific product line,”
Checketts says. Right around the time that he was
considering launching the business, his business
partner bought a pair of workout pants from a
well-known women’s yoga retailer. “He walked in
the door and his son said ‘Why are you wearing my
mommy’s pants?’ That made us realize there was
a huge opportunity.”
Rhone launched with a collection of men’s T-shirts,
shorts and tops that used X-Static fabric from Noble
Biomaterials. X-Static permanently bonds metallic
silver to the surface of the fiber, which inhibits the
growth of bacteria on fabric, eliminating human-based
odor for the life of the garment.
“Most of the workout apparel on the market uses
chemical treatments to inhibit odor and it wears off
after a few washes. We wanted to offer something that
was longer lasting, even if it was at a higher price than
much of the merchandise currently on the market.”
Short-sleeve Ts and shorts sell for $68; tank tops
sell for $58; long-sleeve Ts sell for $72 and hoodies
for $98. “Our product costs more because it costs
more to make,” Checketts says.
To launch Rhone, Checketts, the son of former NBA
executive Dave Checketts, raised $1.2 million from his
family and friends and has since raised $5 million from
a group that includes former NBA Commissioner David
Stern, Steve Bornstein, a former ESPN executive and
current chairman of the game company Activision
Blizzard, and retired NBA player Shane Battier. O
sportsinsightmag.com

RETAIL STRATEGY

What Brands Are Saying About Retailers
By Ron Menconi

S

porting goods stores buy from many different sources. They
buy from top brands, broad-based vendors with diverse product
offerings, distributors and, in some cases, they source private
label products direct from factories. Some retailers form lasting
profitable partnerships, where they truly want to see both sides
win. Then there are those who are only trying to see what they
can squeeze out of vendors and then later try to get even more.
I wanted to find out more of what the brands and broad-based vendors, reps
and marketing firms thought about retailers today. That isn’t easy when they
don’t want their retailers to come back at them for telling the truth. I decided
to approach this topic in a different way. I asked some top executives what
they thought of retailers today and promised to keep my sources anonymous,
asking a broad selection of CEOs , sales managers, vice presidents, sales reps
and marketing executives. These came from
apparel, footwear and hard goods suppliers.
Asking what they thought was good, and what
they thought needed to change. I received
some great responses. Here is some of what
they told me.
One chief executive officer told me, “U.S.
retail is over saturated. There is almost
24-square-feet of retail space per capita in
the U.S. That compares to Australia with
10.1, the UK with 4.7, and Germany with 2.4.”
I heard from several sources that too many
companies are adding stores, instead of
making the most out of the ones they already
have. They don’t do their homework, and
then have under-performing stores with too
much merchandise, expecting the vendors
to bail them out.
“The retailers that are doing well see their
store’s staff as an asset. They train them
well, give them adequate pay, and full time
hours. They then give the employees incentives to motivate them to stay and grow with
the company.”
One thought shared by several of those
interviewed is that many retailers are not doing much to give the consumer the
kind of experience that makes them want a continuing relationship with their
stores. They do not develop their own brand as a retailer. This is especially
critical with the growth of online retail. There needs to be a real reason to
shop a physical store or they will just log on and shop from the kitchen table.
From a marketing executive: “Brands are getting sick and tired of placing
their merchandise inside stores who don’t care about the environment they
operate in. Consumers are looking for more than just merchandise, they are
looking for an experience.”
“Brands are going to take back the space and develop e-commerce and
‘owned retail’ strategies. The evidence is already there. The Sports Authority
and Sport Chalet are two great (horrible) examples. This is exactly what happened to them. Their retail experiences were an assault on the senses and they
had no intent on improving it. Suppliers got sick of selling them merchandise.
Meanwhile, top brands work on improving their owned retail locations.
“Elevate the in-store environment to elevate the ‘experience’ nature of the
store visit. Remember, in our industry people are not looking to just buy ‘stuff’,
but to enjoy their outdoor/athletic passion.”
Successful brands need to connect with the millennials in a meaningful
way, with messaging and core brand principals that are real. Patagonia is a
sportsinsightmag.com

great example of a brand that is singularly focused on its brand message and
principals and not the next quarter’s financial results.
From one of the top executives in the industry: “I have a personal belief that
there are two types of retailers. Some retailers define themselves by the brands
they carry. They merely exist as a destination for brands a consumer may be
looking for (think Sports Authority). Then there are true specialty retailers…
retailers that are a brand, and define the great brands they carry through
curated assortments, superior customer service, and personal connection to
the community. I believe the future of specialty retail is built on these unique
destinations, and manufacturers nurturing those partnerships.”
Many of those I interviewed stated how too many retailers are not developing their online stores to work to support their brick-and-mortar business.
Another popular point being that consolidation can open up opportunities
for specialty retail.
“Look at the impact of retailers. Bass Pro buying Cabela’s, TSA and others
out, Dick’s buying Goldsmith etc. Wow. By
shrinking the number of power retailers it
opens up opportunities for others to do
well. Big is not always best!! Those that
don’t have very good people buying and
on the floor will not do well and maybe not
survive. Retailers must improve their web
site and process to substantially improve
their online sales. Young families are so busy
today that they buy more and more on the
internet. Retailers cannot survive without
a strong presence there.”
“Retailers today still have not come to grips
with the new reality of the market place. We
have far too many physical stores selling the
same products. Consequently, price becomes
the driving force. In addition, the internet
has changed shopping forever. Retailers
without a robust ecommerce platform are
doomed to fail. Retailers must accept this
new reality and aggressively rationalize
their door count while rapidly improving
how they sell over the internet.”
From a marketing executive: “Retail is
between a rock and hard place. The rock is
the customer who crosses their threshold every day to satisfy a need, want,
desire or motivation. The hard place is Amazon and e-commerce.
E-commerce’s share of total retail is steadily rising and is now about 8%.
That’s a share that can hurt.
“Too many retailers are focusing on the six percent to eight percent they
are losing to e-commerce and not looking at the other ninety four percent as
if it’s only a matter of time until they are a lost cause.
Brick and mortar retailers need to reexamine their individual models not to
compete with e-commerce, but to satisfy the 94 percent who still shop in stores.”
There are plenty of opinions on retail today. It is tough to work against online
retail and key brands that are clearly focused on their own direct to consumer
strategy. There will be more stores that fail, some that are swallowed up and
some great retailers who know their customers who will thrive.
In my next article I will report on what some of the top retailers think of
their brands and suppliers! O
Ron Menconi was SVP–merchandise and marketing for G.I. Joe’s for
more than 10 years. He is currently president of Menconi Consulting,
which works within the sports and outdoor industries at retail
and wholesale. He can be reached at ron.menconi@gmail.com
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KNIT
IT UP
FOOTWEAR
For Both Style and
Performance, Knit
Uppers Are Footwear’s
Latest Must-Have.
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By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

K

nitted uppers burst onto the footwear scene in 2012, when Nike debuted its Flyknit
woven technology ahead of the London Olympic Games and Adidas released its
Primeknit material. (The fact that both techniques were one-piece constructions
using interwoven yarns was, not surprisingly, the subject of a court battle ultimately
won after a German court tossed Nike’s patent on the process.) Today, the flexibility
and adaptability of the knitted fabrics and the increasing availability of new yarns
and weaving techniques – to say nothing of the red-hot fashion appeal of the close-fitted, socklike uppers – has made wovens a go-to for an increasingly broad swath of brands. Consumers
are flocking to knit styles that are designed to perform in the gym as well as on the street. O
sportsinsightmag.com

NIKE
Nike is bringing its pioneering Flyknit
tech into its Metcon training shoe series
with the Spring 2017 Metcon DSX Flyknit
trainer. It uses an ultra-durable Flyknit
with integrated Flywire and Flyknit at the
mid-foot for a dynamic fit.

APL
APL’s TechLoom technology, seen
here on the $165 TechLoom Phantom
running style, uses performance fabrics
in a seamless one-piece upper with
four-way stretch.

UNDER ARMOUR
The Spring ’17 $160 UA SpeedForm
Gemini 3 RE by Under Armour features
the brand’s Threadborne knit technology
in the midfoot for a breathable but
supportive fit.

BROOKS
The new $100 Revel casual runner
from Brooks is the first from the
brand to feature a flat-knit upper
made with a hot-melt yarn that
resists stretching. It will hit stores
in Fall ’17.

ADIDAS
Adidas’ new Biosteel is an engineered
fiber 15 percent lighter than conventional
synthetic fibers — and it’s completely
biodegradable.

HOKA
PUMA

Hoka One One’s $115 Hupana
speed trainer for Spring ’17
features a seamless upper with
the brand’s first open-knit upper
designed for breathability.

Puma is bringing its evoKnit technology
into the lifestyle area with the $110 Ignite
EvoKnit Lo style for Spring ’17. It shows
off the material’s textile bonafides with
heathered color packages.

sportsinsightmag.com
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INSOLES

APERFECTFIT
C

Emerging
Technologies
Are Set
to Disrupt
the Insole
Marketplace.

Sof Sole FIT Series
High Arch Insole
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omfort, customization
and performance materials are three key elements
combining to help the
insole category flex its
muscles as a power
player in the year ahead.
For example, Superfeet has
partnered with tech giant HP, Inc.
and SafeSize, an advanced concept
innovation firm, to bring a complete end-to-end retail solution
for fully customized 3D printed
insoles and footwear recommendations to market.
How it works:
Consumers will be able
to walk into a retail
store and get a scan
completed of their
feet. Utilizing this
scan, the machine
will make recommendations on
which pair of shoes
(and which size
within that style)
will fit the customer
best. Beyond that,
a customer will
be able to order
3D printed insoles
specific to his or her
respective scans and,
eventually, customized,
one-off recovery sandals
to match their very foot
profiles — specific down
to each individual foot.
“This new platform is
the future of fit and the
beginning of a major shift
in how consumers will
experience footwear,” says
Eric Hayes, VP–marketing
and product for Superfeet.
Superfeet believes
that it can help retailers
increase retail efficiency
while giving customers
an immersive, innovative retail experience.
The fit recommendation
system is designed to reduce

the risk of returns due to poor fit
while creating personalized profiles to help retailers cater to the
evolving needs of their customers
over time. The idea is that madeto-order insoles and footwear can
replace the burden of carrying
inventory to meet the size variations and tastes of customers with
a highly personal experience that
results in totally unique product
built on demand.
The platform debuted in
December at The Running Event in
Orlando, FL, and is being piloted in
select stores this Spring.

Made to Fit
Some noteworthy new performance insole styles from New
Balance are being rolled out.
New Balance’s Motion Control
3210 Insoles are made to fit all
athletic, casual, dress and hiking
shoes that come with removable footbeds. The Abzorb foot
strike pads use Poron Cushioning
Technology in the heel and
forefoot for maximum shock
absorption. The Stability plate stabilizes the mid and rear foot with
an anatomically shaped arch support and foot cradle. This helps to
combat overpronation. For added
comfort there is an extra deep
heel cup, metatarsal support and
anti blister top cover that uses our
Biostatic antimicrobial technology
to fight odors.
New Balance’s Low Profile 2720
3/4 insoles are designed to fit all
athletic, casual, dress and hiking
shoes that come with removable
footbeds. This 3/4 insole has an
anatomically shaped, rigid arch
support that stabilizes the mid and
rear foot.
The premium suede bottom
cover helps prevent sliding in the
shoe and the microfiber top cover
and metatarsal support are for
added comfort and can help prevent or provide relief from Plantar
Fasciitis, Morton’s Neuroma and

Metatarsalgia. The top cover uses
its Biostatic antimicrobial technology to fight odors.

The FIT Series from Sof Sole
Sof Sole aims to meet the needs
of any foot type with its FIT Series.
The Sof Sole FIT Series is a line of
insoles designed to keep the foot
in line while letting it move freely
instead of trying to contain it. The
insoles are made to help the stride
and eliminate the stress on feet.
The FIT Low, Neutral and High
Arch are designed for athletic
shoes and are ideal for running,
cross training, hiking and walking. The FIT Low has a 2.8cm arch
height, ideal for users with low
arches or flat feet. The FIT Neutral
Arch’s 3.0cm arch height is ideal
for supporting neutral arches. The
FIT High Arch’s 3.3 cm arch height
is designed for supporting high
arches. The FIT insoles have deep
heel cups to keep feet stable, while
a nylon plate offers additional support to the arch and heel.
Total Support from Spenco
Offering semi-rigid orthotic
arch support for stability,
Spenco’s Total replacement
insole supports, stabilizes and
cushions right out of the package. It has a wear-moldable,
Full-Contact Comfort Fit. It
offers lasting support and shock
absorption improves performance and prolongs the life of
shoes.
Spenco Total Support Insoles
feature a patented 3-POD
Modulation System. By positioning pods with varying degrees of
hardness beneath key areas of
the foot, Total Support Insoles
change the ground forces reaching the foot during activity. This
tunes the ride for increased performance and superior comfort
while helping to reduce over-pronation — a common problem that
causes foot, leg and back pain.
sportsinsightmag.com

Spenco Total Support Insoles
are unconditionally guaranteed
for one year.
Supportive and Flexible
KNEED2Be insoles were
designed to be worn in shoes
without a removable sock liner.
Whether it be casual shoes,
athletic shoes, cleats or shoes
for growing children, these
three-quarter length insoles are
supportive and flexible.
KNEED2Be insoles also
have adaptable arch support.
The biomechanically shaped,
transitional density EVA base
supports from the heel to the
ball of the foot. The heel cradle
optimizes the heel’s natural
cushioning without causing heel
slippage. The insoles naturally
flex with the foot and maintains
its shape where you need the
support.
Pure Comfort
Sorbothane Heel Pads are
focused in on comfort. Made in
the USA, the product absorbs
up to 94.7 percent of impact
shock, according to the brand,
helping to reduce pain and
impact related injuries. It has
a Urethane Foam Top Cover
that is antifungal and moisture
wicking and provides additional
cushioning.
Every time a heel in motion
hits the ground, shock waves
are generated. These can travel
through the body and can cause
discomfort, pain and may even
contribute to impact-related
injury. Sorbothane Heel Pads
cradle the heel in comfort and
recover fully to ensure comfort
step after step.
Signature Shape
SOLE’s insoles with a signature
shape are now being made with
environmentally sustainable
recycled cork in the brand’s new
Performance footbed collection.
Lightweight, flexible, durable and
proven to reduce strain by 34
percent, according to the brand,
these footbeds are designed to
be pain-relieving and performance-enhancing. Designed in
partnership with SOLE’s athlete
ambassadors Dean Karnazes, Ed
Viesturs and Chris Davenport,
each purchase of these footbeds
results in a dollar donated to
charity.
There are three footbeds
sportsinsightmag.com

in the collection, all with
Polygiene odor control technology and varying levels of Softec
cushioning.
Heat it Up
Therm-ic’s UNI Sock is not an
insole, but it is a noteworthy
and “hot” item for the feet, as
it combines many features into
one sock. It has three different
heat settings to keep feet warm
for up to six hours, a flexible
heating element for a superb
anatomical feel and features the
Therm-ic Heat Transfer System
for optimal heat distribution.
It has an “imperceptible heating element attached outside”
and an easy attachment of the
battery packs on the sock. It is
washable up to 30° C/86° F.
Another Therm-ic shoecare
item is the Refresher, which
dries wet shoes, boots and
gloves within a few hours. UV
light reduces bacteria and
germs, preventing unpleasant
odors. It also features an adjustable drying time, is compact and
quiet and suitable for all shoe
types and sizes.
Bluetooth for the Feet
With the introduction of its
Heated Insoles ProFLEX Heavy
Duty, ThermaCELL has gone
one step further with its personal warming products. When
ThermaCELL released its original remote-controlled Heated
Insoles, it was revolutionary
for outdoor lovers. Then the
company took the product to
the next level with its ProFLEX
Heated Insoles, which featured
increased flexibility and interchangeable cushioned batteries.
Now, these new insoles feature Bluetooth Technology
so the wearer can control the
temperature of their insoles via
a smartphone, and a 30 percent
longer life battery.
“By using Bluetooth technology, the insoles can be paired
with smartphones, completely
eliminating the need to keep
track of a remote,” says Josh
Silvia, marketing manager for
ThermaCELL Heated Products.
“By using ThermaCELL’s free
app that is available for both
iPhone and Android, users can
set the temperature for individual insoles, view battery life,
and pair as many insoles as
they’d like to their device.” O

ThermaCELL Heated Insoles ProFLEX Heavy Duty

New Balance Motion Control 3210

SOLE Performance Medium Footbed

CurrexSole Active Pro High

KNEED2Be Insoles

Spenco Total Support Insoles

New Balance Low Profile 2720 3/4

of Sole FIT Series Low Arch
Sof

Therm-ic Uni Heat PowerSocks

Sorbothane Heel Pad

Bauerfeind Sports Insoles Run & Walk

Superfeet Custom 3D Insole Platform
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MOUTHGUARDS

Shock Doctor is
promoting use
of mouthguards
in basketball
through its new
NBA partnership.

SAYING A

MOUTHFUL
REAL REASONS FOR RETAILERS TO UPGRADE THEIR MOUTHGUARD EFFORTS

By Michael Jacobsen

What Role Do
Mouthguards Play
in the Concussion
Discussion?
Jeff Padovan: “There is a significant
amount of misinformation in the public domain about mouthguards being
able to prevent concussions. Study
after study continue to show that
claims of mouthguards being able
to reduce concussions are factually
inaccurate. While there is work being
done by several companies to create
a mouthguard that contains sophisticated electronic sensors such as
gyroscopes and wireless transmitters
to measure in real time the G-force
impact of a hit, there is no concussion-preventing mouthguard on the
market today.”
Jay Turkbas: “All of the research
to date supports that teeth and oral
facial protection are the primary
benefits of using a mouthguard.
There is no valid scientific research
to establish that mouthguards prevent concussions.”
Daniel Gottsch: “There has been
a lot of discussion around reduced
incidence of concussion with
mouthguard use. And while that is
still being tested, any opportunity
to increase the health and safety
benefit to a player should be taken
seriously.”
Sassa Akervall: “There is no scientific evidence that mouthguards can
protect players against concussion.”
Bobby Dodd: “None.”

T

he facts are irrefutable.
Athletes are two times less
likely to sustain a dental
injury if they’re wearing
a mouthguard in a non-mandated
sport; financially, the lifetime cost
associated with a single tooth loss is
a staggering $15,000.
Need more convincing? If not protected by a mouthguard, athletes
are 60 times more likely to suffer a
dental injury. That makes the cost
of a mouthguard a small price to
pay when compared with the cost
of dental injuries, which can range
upwards of $50,000 over a patient’s
lifetime.
And one more thing: The American
Dental Society stresses the use of
mouthguards for all contact sports.
“Required or not, the facts alone
show it makes total sense to wear
a mouthguard,” says Jay Turkbas,
SVP–product development at United
Sports Brands (Shock Doctor).
“Simply stated, player safety is
the number one reason to wear
a mouthguard,” points out Jeff
Padovan, CEO of Bite Tech Sports
Group, the licensee of Under Armour
Performance Mouthwear
“Number two is playing time —
you can’t play if you are injured.
Number three is that certain mouthguards can, in addition to providing
protection, improve a player’s
performance.”
“Safety and protection of the teeth
and mandible are the top priority,”
agrees Bobby Dodd, president and
CMO of MoGo. “A properly fit and
worn mouthguard can prevent or
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minimize serious and costly damage
and injury of the teeth and jaw.”
“So much of an athlete’s overall
health is tied to dental health,” adds
Daniel Gottsch, VP at SafeTGard.
So the major players in the game
all agree that more athletes in more
sports should make mouthguards a
standard piece of equipment. Where
does that leave retailers in their
quest for high-margin sales and what
exactly is their role in the effort to
increase mouthguard use?
“There are two commercial reasons why retailers and team dealers
should put more effort into selling
the mouthguard category,” points
out Padovan. “First and most simply,
mouthguards are a mandatory piece
of player safety equipment for contact sports. If your customers aren’t
buying mouthguards from you,
they’ll buy them from a competitor.
“Second,” he continues, “you need
to understand the player safety
sales opportunity that exists for noncontact sports, such as basketball
and soccer, and aggressively market
to these players.” He reports that
for the first time last year he saw the
mouthguard selling season extend
past the normal Labor Day window,
going deeper into the fall due to basketball and soccer demand.
Turkbas points out that “mouthguards are one of the most effective
injury-reduction products available
and the cost benefit for innovative
designs, lower profile, great fitting
mouthguards can be justified as a
move-up product from the basic
mouthguards that a lot of dealers
have been selling.”
He encourages retailers to carry

mouthguards and stresses that there
is a wide range of products that fit
incredibly well and allow for easy
speaking and breathing
“Dealers have a unique opportunity to educate athletes, coaches
and parents about safety, creating a
gateway for stronger, higher quality
dental protection equipment,” says
Sassa Akervall, CEO of Sisu Mouth
Guard. “Prioritizing technology over
just price will result in more sales of
a better product over time and that
will also position a dealer as up to
snuff with what’s really important to
players.”
MoGo’s Dodd points out that many
athletes are still getting issued the
same low-end product he used 40
years ago.
“Due to budgets, the mouthguards
[given to players] usually are singledensity, low-quality bare minimum
mouthguards,” echoes Padovan. “We
encourage retailers to take the lead
on player safety and not compromise
on the quality of their mouthguard
offering in their equipment package.”
Enlarging The Market
The key, most everyone agrees, is
to get mouthguard use mandated in
contact sports where most governing bodies do not yet require their
use. The two key sports are soccer
and basketball.
“The NFHS currently mandates
the use of mouthguards in football,
field hockey, ice hockey, lacrosse
and wrestling, for wrestlers wearing
braces,” according to USB’s Turkbas.
But he feels that any sport involving
contact with flying balls, arms, heads
and hard surfaces can pose a threat.
sportsinsightmag.com

“With nearly one-third of all high
school basketball injuries occurring
to the head/face, we are especially
concerned about basketball players
not wearing suitable protection,” he
adds.
Padovan points to the huge
untapped market just waiting for
mouthguards — limited-contact
sports such as basketball and
soccer account for more than 25 million participants, representing the
largest source of new users.
“Given the sheer number of participants, a mandatory mouthguard
requirement quite possibly could
double the size of the category
in three to five years,” he says.
But retailers shouldn’t hold their
breaths waiting for the revolution.
“Short of a mandate by NFHS
requiring the use of mouthguards
in soccer and basketball, it will be
up to the coaches, parents, players
and elected officials to create new
definitions for player safety in these
and other non-mandated sports,”
Padovan says.
What Athletes Want
As usual in team sports, the
demands and desires of young
athletes differ somewhat from their
coaches and parents. The major
manufacturers are well aware of this
and are designing products to fit the
needs of both constituencies.
“Coaches and parents are looking for mouthguards that provide
increased protection, while players

are looking for mouthguards that
look cool, provide self-expression,
improve performance and taste
good,” explains Padovan. And, if
their favorite pro player, such as
Steph Curry or Odell Beckham Jr.,
wears a mouthguard then it’s an
even better reason to buy it.
Dodd agrees that kids tend to
follow the athletes they see on TV,
“but they are also influenced by cool
colors, graphic designs, new flavors
and what their friends are wearing,”
he says.
“Kids want mouthguards with
extras,” says Gottsch. “Mouthguards
that are protective, easy to fit, easy
to breathe and talk and, of course,
look cool.”
Flavor is even playing a role as
technology catches up with the marketing. Everyone agrees that a tasty
mouthguard will probably stay in a
young athlete’s mouth longer.
“Flavor has been popular, especially with younger athletes,” agreed
Turkbas. “In some cases, because
the mouthguard tastes good it may
help with compliance by keeping
the mouthguard in the mouth. But it
has boiled down to personal preference and there is no difference in
fit. We encourage retailers to offer
both non-flavor and flavor. It just
increases choice.”
Dodd feels that cost has hampered the flavored category in
team sports, and in response MoGo
recently added a GoFlav line, a
single layer mouthguard available in

Shock Doctor’s ‘Mouthful of Fearless’

Kevin Love
is one of
the faces of
the Shock
Doctor effort.
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Just months after becoming the official mouthguard of
the NBA, Shock Doctor unveiled a marketing campaign
aimed at helping young athletes play safe on the court.
Its “Mouthful of Fearless” campaign kicked off at the
start of the NBA season and focuses on the sense
of confidence that mouthguards can provide young
athletes, knowing their teeth are protected from injury.
“The NBA is a role model for basketball players of all
levels, so we wanted to extend our partnership in a
meaningful way to help young athletes,” says Tony
Armand, CEO of United Sports Brands, the parent
company of Shock Doctor. “In addition to educating
young players, we’ll also be teaching coaches and
parents about how mouthguards can protect against
tooth loss and facial injuries.”
The multiyear campaign, across multiple digital
platforms, will utilize Shock Doctor spokesmen Kevin
Love, DeMarcus Cousins and Harrison Barnes, who
will all be featured in videos, still photography and
quotes on the campaign landing page that show how
wearing a mouthguard has made them fearless.
Basketball players of all levels are also able to participate
in a photo contest that will run through January 2017,
with a grand prize of two tickets to the NBA All-Star
game in New Orleans, including flights and a hotel stay.

flavors at an attractive and competitive price.
“Flavored mouthguards currently
represent more than 16 percent of
the category and are an important
part of the youth sports category
market,” adds Padovan. “More
importantly, flavor is being incorporated into nearly all technology/
price levels.
Future Direction
So in what direction are
mouthguards headed in terms of
technology, performance, safety and
design?
“The mouthguard of today has
grown from a necessary accessory
to its own category of performance
equipment,” says MoGo’s Dodd,
who sees product development
focusing on materials, better design
and enhancement with flavor.
“Wearable and responsive
technology, improved materials performance, ease of use” are
future developments, according to
Akervall.
And USB’s Turkbas says his
company’s efforts have focused on
increasing as well as maintaining
fit while expanding to lower profile,
custom-like fit mouthguards. He has
also seen an expansion in lip guard
use. Shock Doctor now has two
models that are molded and nonmolded silicone.
Also on the drawing board:
Thinner profile and construction,
more breathable, easy-to-fit with low
temperature and no boiling needed
are several of the innovations.
SafeTGard recently launched
a mouthguard that encompasses
slow-dissolve electrolyte tablets that
keep players hydrated and reduces
muscle fatigue and cramping,
according to Gottsch.
Padovan feels that today’s materials, designs and flavors are allowing
modern mouthguards to provide
protection beyond anything most
adults ever wore as kids — and
some of them even taste good, too.
“New performance enhancing
mouthguards such as the lip shields
with breathing holes are visibly
emerging at the collegiate and NFL
levels,” he notes. And if improved
performance is not compelling
enough, he says that new pad printing techniques are allowing for
personalization such as fangs, camo
and teeth to be printed on mouthguards with high quality resolution.
“Self-expression designs are helping to keep mouthguard compliance
high and substantially grow category AURs,” he says. O

MoGo Blueberry Flavored Mouthguard. MSRP $11.99.

SafeTGard FuelGard with electrolyte tablets. MSRP $19.99.

Shock Doctor Women’s Superfit Basketball Mouthguard.
MSRP $19.99.

Shock Doctor NBA Licensed Mouthguard. MSRP $19.99.

Sisu NexGen. MSRP $19.99-$34.99.

Under Armour AirPro Lip Shield. MSRP $19.99.
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LICENSING

BRINGING
IT ON HOME
4 Sports Licensing
Stories to Watch.

By Cara Griffin

HOMEGATING
IS THE NEW
TAILGATING
Products from the NFL’s Homegating collection, clockwise from top
left: Cowboys Touchdown Cutting Board, Bears Wine Shoe Holder,
Rams Touchdown Cutting Board and Texans mug. Also pictured above:
Evergreen Enterprises Cubs Light Up Bottle Opener Cap Catcher.
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OKAY, OKAY we know nothing can replace tailgating. Especially down South on college
football Saturdays. Or across the country on NFL Sundays. Combined NFL and NCAA fan
attendance at football games in 2014 was nearly 70 million. And NFL fans planned to spend
close to $200 for each tailgate party hosted, according to a DirecTV survey in September.
But “bringing it on home” is also a big part of being a fan. According to a recent survey
conducted by the NFL, 60 percent of Americans watch NFL games with friends or family
most of the time, while 78 percent of Americans watch NFL games with family or friends
either at their home or at someone else’s home at some point during the season. And 70
percent of respondents to a 2015 survey by appliance retailer H.H. Gregg said they prefer to
“homegate” rather than tailgate.
The NFL wants to take the tailgating market to a new level, coining an entire line the
“Homegating” collection. According to the league, “an NFL Homegating party is an authentic
celebration of food, drink, tradition and fun with friends and family to support your team.”
The latest NFL Homegating collection includes cookware, drinkware and home décor items
designed to show team spirit on game day and all year round. O
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Top: Under Armour cleats with MLB team logos. Left: GIII Sports Pirates Stiff Arm
Varsity Jacket and GIII Sports Steelers Red Zone V-Neck Pullover. Right: Stitches
Braves knit track jacket with left chest logo and full back team name in tackle twill.

THE
NEW
WORLD
ORDER

sportsinsightmag.com

ON-FIELD APPAREL is getting a shake-up in the NBA
and MLB. And the business beyond the field is
evolving rapidly, as well.
In the 2017-2018 NBA season, Nike will take over
from Adidas as official on-court apparel provider
for the league. The eight-year deal represents
what NBA commissioner Adam Silver describes
as “a new paradigm in the structure of our global
merchandising business."
And starting in the 2020 MLB season, Under
Armour will be the exclusive provider of all on-field
MLB uniform components, including jerseys
featuring UA branding, for all 30 MLB teams. It
takes over the license from Majestic. (The deal is
scheduled to begin in 2020 and run for 10 years, but
ESPN reported that it could start before that should
Majestic decide to bow out early.)
Under Armour will be the exclusive MLB provider
of all on-field uniform components, including jerseys
featuring prominent Under Armour branding,
baselayer, game-day outerwear, and year-round
training apparel for all 30 MLB clubs.

Fanatics, whose power in the sports licensing
world continues to grow, will be granted broad
consumer product licensing rights to manage the
manufacturing and distribution of Under Armour
and Fanatics fan gear, which include jerseys at
retail, name and number products and post-season
apparel.
“This partnership epitomizes our next-generation
model which brings much-needed agility to the
industry, enhancing both assortment and speedto-market of MLB merchandise for teams, fans and
retailers.” says Michael Rubin, executive chairman
of Fanatics. “Both Fanatics and Under Armour get to
do what each does best, while joining forces with an
innovative and tech-savvy league to help grow the
game of baseball through a pioneering new business
model better suited to today’s digital economy.”
Florida-based Fanatics, which also operates the
NBA flagship store in New York City, currently runs
all four of the major North American sports leagues'
online sites plus NASCAR's, and hundreds of team
sites and stadium shops. O
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LICENSING

EMBRACING
STYLE AND
FAN ENGAGEMENT
MARKET

THE OPPORTUNITY to gain ground with
young female consumers, in coordination
with fan engagement on social media, is
massive.
One example: The NFL Juniors apparel
line includes a limited edition shirt designed
by youth celeb Peyton List. In coordination
with licensee OuterStuff, the league ran a
contest where List’s fans could select the
winning shirt from a selection of her designs.
The successful social media campaign
tapped into a key emerging demographic
for the league – young women – as List has
more than 11 million combined Twitter and
Instagram followers. The winning design will
be sold ahead of Super Bowl 51 and will be
priced at $32. O

CLASSIC
HEADWEAR
STYLE

Clockwise from top right:
Top Of The World Florida
Gators Ranger hat, ’47
Chicago Bulls Clean Up
hat, ’47 Los Angeles
Kings MVP hat and Top
Of The World Oklahoma
Sooners Firn hat.

"OVERALL WE’RE SEEING a shift to clean,
classic styles in headwear. Following the
‘normcore' trend, consumers are shifting from
large, graphically driven styles to reduced logo
sizes and traditional team colors,” says Steven
D’Angelo, ’47 co-owner. “Consumers are also
gravitating toward more form fitting, relaxed
crown styles with curved visors. This is a big
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departure from the trend of higher, fuller crowns
and flat visors. We expect the relaxed and curved
trend to continue to grow significantly in 2017."
Top of the World Headwear’s 2017 collegiate
headwear line is likewise driven by major trends
in the marketplace and includes the popular “dad
hat,” as well as a robust “Deep South” collection
to highlight the company’s collaboration with

Realtree and Mossy Oak. Also new is a Vintage
Collection featuring throwback school logos and
a new collaboration with the fun and trendy golf
apparel company Loudmouth. “Our Fall 2017
line incorporates months of trend research and
marketplace feedback,” says Renata Hays, VP–
licensing, marketing and product development
for Top of the World. O
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Shock Absorber Ultimate Run Bra

SPORTS BRAS

BUILDING A

SOLID
FOUNDATION

With New Category
Entrants, Brand Shakeups
and the Growth of
Athleisure, the Sports Bra
Market is-a-Changing.
Here’s how AthleticInspired Brands are
Cutting through the Clutter.
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By Suzanne Blecher

W

ith Millennials turning
to comfortable clothes
as a sign of self expression, sales of sports
bras are on the rise.
Competitors are coming in at all angles,
creating all kinds of versions of “sports bras.”
We’ve seen black lace cutouts from Soma, an
ultra-strappy caged back number from Victoria’s
Secret and a crisscross front panel variation
from Forever 21. But can they all be considered
athletic supporters? To those in the athletic
industry, not exactly, making the quest to stand
out in the mind of consumers as tough as ever.
According to the 2015 Bra Journey Insights
report from The NPD Group, 41 percent of
Millennials surveyed said they wore a sports bra
in the past seven days. And rather than turning
to the traditional hook-and-close variety, this

generation is going fashionable and seamless for
both active and everyday wear.
However, sleek and minimalist often leaves
out a very important factor – support – and
that’s a place where performance brands can
differentiate. “It takes a great deal more than
style and color to make a functional support
bra that actually works,” according to John L.A.
Wilson, president and COO of Wacoal Sports
Science (makers of CW-X). With Wacoal being
one of the largest manufacturers of women’s
intimate apparel in the world, “we know bras
well. Regardless of trends that may come and
go, our focus has and always will be on function
and providing the comfort and support that runners need in a sports bra,” he says.
Along with the rise of athleisure and niche
competitors has come innovation. “Sports bras
have had to adapt to the athleisure trend by
offering more comfortable, affordable variations that women want to wear all day — not
be desperate to take off,” says Lynne Koziey,
sportsinsightmag.com

Handful Bound and Determined Bra

Enell differentiates with its wide variety of sizing, up to a 52DDD. For Fall 2017, the brand will
add in a racerback design, as requested by its
customer base, notes brand marketing director
Mara Osborne.
Champion’s Fall 2017 line has 15 styles and two
support levels in four basic design categories that
women want most: everyday (moderate support),
compression (moderate and maximum options),
shape (moderate and maximum) and cap and
band (maximum support) — each with a reason
to be. “In sporting goods and the specialty run
retail environment in particular, we find consumers especially concerned with high performance
in the form of maximum support for high-impact
activities, and a respect for more technical fabrics
and features for serious workouts,” according to
LaJean Lawson, Ph.D., sports bra scientist and
consultant to Champion Athleticwear. The new
Absolute Zip solves one of women’s most common workout challenges – getting in and out of a
bra easily – with its full front zip.

Shefit Ultimate Sports Bra

Enell Sport Bra

Champion Absolute Zip Bra
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Anita Air Control Padded Sports Bra

Buband

founder of BounceLab. The firm’s flagship product, Buband, allows women to wear their favorite
sports bra and then amp it up with a band of
adjustable compression. Normally sports bras
cannot prevent bounce in the mid-to-upper portion of the breasts, where Buband is designed
to be worn. “Women can go for a run or work
out at the gym and then comfortably get on with
the rest of their day, simply by removing the
Buband,” the exec comments.
Every bra that Shock Absorber produces must
reduce bounce by at least 50 percent, with the
brand’s Ultimate Run Bra and new Ultimate
Fly Bra reducing bounce by 78 percent. “The
Ultimate Fly Bra is unlike any on the market.
We use three different moisture wicking fabrics
with cross control support to create a light bra
that feels freeing while also reducing bounce,”
explains Marina Sharpe, sales and marketing
manager of Shock Absorber USA. So bras can be
both high performing and fashionable for going
from judo to java and up to a size HH.

“Sports bras have
had to adapt to
the athleisure
trend by offering
more comfortable,
affordable variations.”
LYNNE KOZIEY, FOUNDER, BOUNCELAB
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SPORTS BRAS

Brooks Moving Comfort Hot Shot

“At Brooks, we
focus first and
foremost on
performance,
so every sports
bra we offer
will be designed
and tested for
the rigors of
running.”

Technical Attributes Still Important
With Moving Comfort folded into the
Brooks brand, runners have more sports
bra choices than ever before. “At Brooks, we
focus first and foremost on performance, so
every sports bra we offer will be designed
and tested for the rigors of running,” says
Elena Park, Brooks global apparel merchandising manager. In a challenging retail environment of sporting goods store closures
and mergers, the brand is committed to
being a partner in education, fitting fests,
special events and more. For Fall 2017, the
maximum support Juno is getting a makeover with a redesigned back and enhanced
features for an easier on-and-off experience,
while The Hot Shot gets more coverage in
front and a redesigned cross back.
“A true sports bra, like ours, is made to
support and provide fit and active lifestyle
benefits,” says Shefit founder Sara Marie
Moylan. The brand continues to prioritize function – fit and support – for active
endeavors, which sports bras are meant
for, for every woman. Spring 2017 will see
the launch of the brand’s updated Ultimate
Sports Bra product line with improved fit
and enhanced fabrics for better comfort
and support, plus new colors and additional sizes for Spring.
From “customers on college sports teams
to great-grandmothers walking around their
local neighborhoods – and everything in
between – we support her, whoever she
is,” Moylan says. O

CW-X PerformX Run Bra

Creating an Experience at Retail
To help wade through the options, Handful
founder Jennifer Ferguson says that creating
an in-store experience for consumers is vital.
“Or else they’ll order it on their phones,” she
says. Handful holds Girls Night Out events
regularly with specialty stores where “women
can get together with their tribe for an experience.” Styling, raffles and try-ons are all a part
of the mix.
“It takes a lot of work for the big bra
companies to work with big retailers, so
it’s opening up room for us to work closely
with specialty stores,” Ferguson notes. The
exec also stresses the importance of having
female reps dedicated to only selling sports
bras (and not also technical shoes or gear)
to retailers. At specialty, “it’s really an exciting time for brands like ours,” she adds.
Gear Running Company GM Olivia
Clinkner says that her Edina, MN-based store
has seen an increase in overall bra sales by
simplifying to two brands — Handful (for an
A-C cup) and Brooks Moving Comfort (for
those who need a larger cup). “Let’s be honest, nobody likes trying on bras, let alone
sports bras. Combine a small dressing room,
bad lighting and a piece of spandex that
must be put on two arms at a time; and most
people would prefer to get a root canal. I
would bet 90 percent of women buy a sports
bra without trying it on,” she says. Handful’s
T-shirt sizing simplifies the process “and it’s
a much more successful experience” with
less risk and less bras returned.

ELENA PARK,
MERCHANDISING
MANAGER, BROOKS

SARA MARIE MOYLAN,
FOUNDER, SHEFIT
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Shefit Ultimate Sports Bra

“A true sports
bra, like ours,
is made to
support and
provide fit and
active lifestyle
benefits.”
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blending sports and style

sportstyle

®
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the show

A Trade Show,
Business Conference
+Consumer Expo
The 7436878=0) name was chosen because it captures the strength of performance sports as well
as the lifestyle aspect of the active category that is driving its expansion. The 7436878=0)7,3;
will include activewear, footwear, accessories and technology and the conference will focus on
key business topics to our retail attendees. We will invest heavily in its growth with increased
marketing, including the Third Annual RIA Summit and the addition of a one day Consumer Expo
;,-',;-00%886%'8 7,344)67*631398,036-(%T7%'8-:)A%*ç9)281%6/)8@

June 13, 2017

Style Summit
For specialty running store
owners and executives.
An exclusive ben)æ8*36 6)8%-01)1&)67
)0(%8,)=%88-)6

June 14-15, 2017

June 16, 2017

Trade Show

Consumer Expo

Showcasing the best footwear,
apparel, wearable technology,
and accessory brands.

An opportunity for brands
to connect and interact
with VIP consumers.
3786)8%-0)6B922)6T7)438@

Contact Jeff Nott: jnott@formula4media.com or Troy Leonard: tleonard@formula4media.com
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BASEBALL

LINEUP CHANGE
The offset top on the Champro Z-Screen allows pitchers to stay protected throwing from the left or right side. The beefed-up frame is ideal for use in batting cages. MSRP $266.99.

New Bat
Regulations Are
Changing the Game
at Retail in 2017
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By Mike May

J

ust when you thought it was safe to come
out of the dugout, the youth baseball bat
market in the United States is again in
for an upheaval. And this time it means
some radical inventory challenges and
education efforts.
In a nutshell, the current performance standard
that has been in place for roughly 25 years – known
simply as 1.15 BPF – will soon be obsolete — and
illegal. Just as the college and high school markets
adopted a wood-like performance standard (known as

BBCOR) a few years ago, the six main youth baseball
governing bodies – Little League, Pony, Babe Ruth,
Dixie Youth Baseball, American Amateur Baseball
Congress and the AAU – have approved their own
wood-like standard on youth bats.
Commonly referred to as the new USA Baseball
Standard or USABat, the new standard becomes the
law of the land on January 1, 2018, but the bats can
start being sold by sporting goods retailers as early as
September 1, 2017.
These changes will likely have a profound impact on
retailers – softer bat sales and lower margins in 2017
as inventories are liquidated, with a surge in 2018 as
sportsinsightmag.com

the mandate takes effect – but the responsible
associations remain focused on improving the
growing the game through safety regulations.
“Beginning with the launch in 2018, we will
take another step forward in making our game
more uniform at the youth level and ensuring
the long-term integrity of the game,” explains
USA Baseball executive director and CEO Paul
Seiler.
Seiler adds that the new standard will not
have a drop-weight limit, so young players can
use bats made with lightweight materials.
Adding to the confusion, another governing
body, USSSA, is not changing to the more
conservative standard. It will continue with
the 1.15 BPF performance standard. The USSSA
caters primarily to the travel or tournament
player.
According to USSSA’s published position on
this issue, the group has been asked repeatedly
about the idea of lowering its youth bat
performance standard to the new USA Baseball
Standard. Each time it has opted to stay put
and in a prepared statement USSSA explained
in part: “In the view of USSSA, to lower the
current bat performance standards at this time
would harm the competitive balance and drive
down participation. In addition, with over 20
years of insurance and playing history under
its BPF performance standards, USSSA is in the
unique position of having the historical data
to determine the actual accident/injury levels
of its sports. It is clear from that history that
USSSA baseball and softball are among the
safest amateur sports that are played in the
United States.”
A New Game
Despite those compelling arguments, the
other organizations are going forward with their
plans for a change to the new standard. The
adoption of this new youth bat performance
standard by USA Baseball means that the
majority of baseball-playing children under the
age of 12 will be using a new bat in 2018 that
may not have as much “pop” as their current
bats because it’s a wood-like performance
standard. Everyone involved expects a steep
learning curve.
“Any time you introduce something new in
sports, it can take a while in order for people
to embrace the new standard,” admits Russell
Hartford, director of USABat for USA Baseball.
But he is confident players will adapt. “These
new bats will be durable and long lasting.”
In some respects, the new performance bat
represents uncharted waters for every entity
that caters to the youth baseball market. It will
be up to the associations, manufacturers and
retailers to pave the way.
“Part of the transition process will be
educating parents, coaches and players why
the change is being made,” notes Hartford.
“Our bat team has worked tirelessly on
developing the highest performing bat for this
new standard,” says Mike Thompson, executive
VP–marketing for Rawlings Sporting Goods. “We
sportsinsightmag.com

did it once before when BBCOR came into play
and, no doubt, we have to do it again for USA
Baseball. Our engineers love opportunities like
this and really took it head-on.”
Thompson says the company is working with
its partners and customers to educate dealers
and retailers, as well as the end consumer,
about how this will affect the bats young players
will be using for the 2018 season.
Not everybody is enthralled with the mandate,
and not just for sales reasons.
“This new regulation will cause a lot of
confusion in the market and push more kids
into travel ball where they can have more
success with better performing bats,” says Kurt
Ainsworth, CEO of Marucci Sports. It’s worth
noting that Marucci will not be producing a
youth bat at the new performance standard.
“The transition presents real challenges for
everybody involved,” says Jay Helmick, senior
VP at Axe Bat. “Manufacturers are having to deal
with new constructions, retailers are struggling
to understand what to carry and parents are
left trying to figure out what it all means for
their child and their budget. This change could
even negatively impact participation if players
become discouraged that they’re not able to hit
the ball as far because of the new performance
limits on the barrels.”
But Helmick believes that there may be a
silver lining in the situation for manufacturers
and dealers.
“We also see it as an opportunity to introduce
more players to the benefits of our Axe handle
which, because of its unique shape, allows
young players to better control their barrels
while swinging with maximum effort and to
transfer more power through their swing,” adds
Helmick. “These are all benefits that will be
unaffected by the standard changing.”
The adoption of the new youth bat standard
has certainly generated mixed reactions from
retailers and team dealers.
“With any change, there’s going to be a period
of transition,” says Aaron Yarrish, manager
at Competitive Athletics, a team dealer and
retailer in Grants Pass, OR. “After the players
get used to the new standard, it won’t slow
them down.”
“I think it’s a horrible idea,” says David Bowen,
of David Bowen Sporting Goods, Pensacola, FL.
“With the stroke of a pen, some of my existing
inventory (youth bats) will be deemed illegal
for play.”
“I should sell the majority of my existing youth
bats by the time the new standard starts,” says
Kevin Licata, of Medallion’s Sporting Goods,
Jupiter, FL. “For any bats that I don’t sell, I will
reduce the price down to $15-20 per bat and
they will be used as batting practice and cage
bats.”
Dan Burke, of Burke’s Sport Haven, Eastpointe,
MI, maintains a neutral stance on the USABat
standard.
“There is a plus and a minus,” says Burke.
“The plus is that players will be able to use the
big barrel bat. The minus is that the bat is losing

Franklin’s CFX Pro model has gone full color, while the Pittards
digital sheepskin leather palm ensures durability, softness and
grip and the Tectonic Fit Inserts accommodate flex across the
hand back. MSRP 34.99.

Nokona’s elite performance, ready-for-play, position-specific
series, the X2 Elite is made with top-grain Stampede Steerhide
and Kangaroo leathers, so that minimal break-in is needed, but
the glove has great structure and maintains its shape.

The Velo Backpack from Rawlings offers compartments for game
gear and additional space for wallet, keys and a laptop.
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Old Hickory’s Smart Bat integrates the Zepp 2 sensor into the
knob of the bat. 3D Swing Analysis measures the most important
aspects of the swing – bat speed, hand speed, time-to-impact and
attack angle – and swing analysis, metrics and training programs
are available by downloading the free Zepp app on a smart device.

The 3N2 Lo-Pro baseball cleat features the iridescent Shimmerstep logo,
while an advanced midsole and nine-spike cleat configuration provide prolevel performance and the ride of a running shoe. Make every trip around
the bases a trip around the spectrum.

Under Armour’s Octane baseball sunglasses
feature AutoGrip flex temples and adjustable
nose bridge for a customized fit. MSRP $114.

Alleson’s stock baseball jersey offers 100 percent
eXtreme power flex Cationic colorfast polyester
and mock mesh jersey with moisture management, two color V-neck style with flat knit front
body and contrast color sleeves and yoke.

some punch and power. But the bigger barrel
increases the chance of the player making
contact with the ball.”
Will some youngsters start using a wood bat
instead of their new wood-like non-wood bats?
That’s a debate for another story.
State of the Game
Whatever the bat impact ends up being for
sporting goods retailers and team dealers,
baseball remains a key sport – usually number
one or two on the bottom line – and they remain
that all-important link between manufacturers
and the end users. They are in touch with
parents, coaches, league administrators and
tournament organizers at the grassroots level
and they understand the state of the game
across America.
“In southwest Minnesota, baseball is in
pretty good shape,” says Chad Wyffels, owner
of Borch’s Sporting Goods, Marshall, MN.
“The game of baseball can be cost-prohibitive
if players feel the pressure to get all the
accessories — a bat bag, three bats, Under
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Armour or Nike cleats, an expensive glove and
a personal batting helmet.”
But he says that his local recreation leagues
do a good job of providing the basics of what
every team really needs, requiring just a glove
and a pair of cleats to play. Although this
doesn’t lead to a lot of sales, it does help with
participation. “For the most part, in our area
baseball is very cost-friendly,” Wyffels says.
In Oregon, baseball is really quite strong,
according to Yarrish, of Competitive Athletics,
with participation healthy in all levels, even
the old guys. “Our 55-plus league is quite
popular,” he says, calling it the Relics League.
“Senior baseball is big in the Northwest.”
Yarrish attributes the recent surge in
baseball’s popularity to the success of the
Oregon State University baseball team. “The
success of the Beavers baseball team has given
local children someone to look up to,” he says.
In the Florida panhandle, meanwhile,
“baseball is a pretty big deal,” according to
Bowen, of David Bowen Sporting Goods. But
while he expects sales to be strong in 2017,

he is concerned about the long-term impact of
travel baseball.
“I am troubled that travel baseball draws too
many players out of local recreation leagues,
which weakens those local leagues and
negatively impacts the chance for other young
players to play baseball,” he says. “When good
players leave local leagues, we also lose access
to involved parents and good coaches. As a
result, the quality of local baseball leagues
suffers, parents are not happy and their
children stop playing because the quality of
the baseball experience suffers.”
In Fayetteville, NC, 2017 should be a strong
year in baseball sales as the vast majority of
baseball teams in that area make a beeline for
Clark Sporting Goods. And, according to owner
Jimmy Keefe, if a baseball team or player wants
something that is not in stock, the Keefe’s team
will get it for them.
The business for Clark Sporting Goods
comes from local rec teams, local high schools,
area colleges and the local collegiate summer
league team, the Fayetteville SwampDogs. Clark
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Sporting Goods caters to its clients through a
single storefront and an online presence.
In the greater Detroit area, the baseball
business is thriving — and it really takes off
when the Detroit Tigers are winning.
According to Burke, of Burke’s Sport Haven,
many youth baseball players like to play like
the Tigers — and dress like the Tigers. The
result: baseball is the top-selling business
category for Burke’s Sport Haven.
“We stay wired in with the local baseball
community,” he says. “We go to meetings, stay
connected with league administrators, we are
proactive and we provide the best service. If
you sit around waiting for the phone to ring,
you’re in trouble.”
Without a doubt, the soon-to-be-introduced
new youth baseball bat performance standard
will negatively impact youth baseball bat sales
in 2017, but youth baseball bat sales in 2018
should be strong.
“We’ll still sell uniforms and baseballs, so
2017 will be a good year for us,” adds Burke.
“Overall, we’ll be fine.”
The High School Scene
Despite many reports to the contrary,
America’s Pastime remains firmly entrenched
on high school campuses across the country.
According to the most recent research from
the National Federation of State High School
Associations (NFHS), baseball is the third most
popular high school sport in the U.S., from

the point of view of the number of schools
that sponsor a team, as 15,956 schools have a
high school baseball team. (The top two high
school sports are basketball and outdoor track
and field).
From a participation perspective, baseball
is the fourth most popular high school sport
in the U.S., with 488,815 players, behind only
football, outdoor track and field and basketball.
It’s worth noting that another 1290 girls from
254 high schools also play baseball.
The 10 most popular states for high school
baseball are Texas, California, Illinois, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, Florida, Michigan,
New Jersey and Missouri. Yet as popular
as high school baseball is right now, there
are three states – Montana, South Dakota,
and Wyoming –¬ that don’t have high school
baseball for boys, as governed by the NFHS.
For the most part, the NFHS is delighted
with the current state of high school baseball,
which has one of the lowest rates of injury of
any high school sport.
“High school baseball is in great shape
because of excellent coaching, consistent
officiating, great young players and wonderful
equipment,” says Elliot Hopkins, baseball rules
editor for NFHS. “Technology and creative
fabric design have merged to produce energyefficient products so our students can feel and
perform effectively. We welcome collaboration
with manufacturers to continue to improve the
game with safe and innovative products.” O

Brain-Pad’s impact absorbing inner material helps players
reduce bat vibration to protect the
wrists and improve flexibility.

Left: The Adidas AeroBurner features adapted TaylorMade
technologies, including a one-piece alloy and two-piece composite. MSRP $200–$400. Right: The Velo bat from Rawlings
features extreme balance, explosive swing speed and
enhanced pop. MSRP $299.99.
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5 BIG STORIES
THE INDUSTRY’S IMPACT ISSUES TO WATCH IN 2017.

Combining the strengths of a brick-andmortar presence with kickass web stores
is a recipe for success in the coming year.

HOW TO WIN AT RETAIL
In assessing today’s retail environment,
there is a quote once spoken by Stymie
from the Little Rascals who, upon climbing
into a go-cart built by the crew, said: “I
don’t know where we’re going, but we’re
on our way.”
In fact, 2017 will most likely be a
continuation of what we saw this past year:
More store closings, a major bankruptcy
and a scramble by the major players to
stay simultaneously relevant in their stores
and online.
The widespread growth of the Internet
and mobile shopping has exposed weaker
retailers and weaker locations. America has
long had too many stores and the herd is
being thinned. And there will be more of
that in 2017. It’s not pretty, but long term
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it will result in a better retail environment:
fewer and better stores and fewer and better
malls. The weeding out at retail has also
prompted surviving players to up their
games. Foot Locker is the most obvious
leader here. Its portfolio of stores clearly
and distinctly identifies a consumer type
and merchants then build an assortment
targeting that shopper. It’s a simple formula
that requires killer execution. Foot Locker
and Lululemon have done it and others
such as Fabletics are cracking the market.
Consumer shopping patterns have
changed and that has made broad-based
retail tough. Consumers tend to shop for
specific items and taste levels and that
trend favors the web, where searches enable
shoppers to zero in on even the most arcane

items.
Closer to home, Dick’s, REI and Academy,
the category’s major players, are working
hard to combine the strengths of a brickand-mortar presence with kickass web
stores. Web retailing is no longer just about
having the merchandise and presenting it
in a format that works on mobile devices as
well as on computers. It’s about engaging
the shopper through digital outreach in a
way that is compelling, not annoying. In
2017, the premise will be simple — get the
customer what they want when they want
it and you’ll be successful. The execution
is another matter. Stores that can work
with their brand partners to master this
supply chain will be the big winners this
year. — Mark Sullivan
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HOW TRADE DEALS WILL IMPACT BUSINESS
supply chains is essential for the success
and competitiveness of the U.S. apparel
and footwear industry and we encourage
the incoming administration to include
many of the benefits of the TPP in future
bilateral agreements,” Lamar adds, “including
cutting large tariffs and protecting intellectual
property rights.”
Ahead of his inauguration as the 45th U.S.
president this month, Trump has made it clear
that he will not be bullied by China, although
he offered no additional clarity about his
campaign threats to brand the country “a
currency manipulator” as soon as he takes
office and slap a 45 percent tariff on its U.S.
exports. The latter likely sent shivers down
the spines of many in the sporting goods
industry who still rely on China for most of
their wholesale goods.
Still, not everyone has been rattled by
Trump’s hard positions on trade or has
had apprehension about his early Cabinet
picks. The Outdoor Industry Association
says it believes it would have “a productive
and collaborative relationship” with
Congresswoman Cathy McMorris Rodgers
(R-WA), the likely nominee as the next
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The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade
deal may be dead on arrival in a Trump
Administration, but key components of
the long-negotiated but never ratified pact
could move forward in new bilateral trade
agreements.
That is a positive as the debate over trade
heats up, including the future of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and
possible repercussions from the Presidentelect’s pushback against the decades-old OneChina policy by reaching out to the Taiwanese
government. Any NAFTA withdrawal, which
would require Congressional approval, would
undoubtedly force retailers that import from
either Canada or Mexico to rethink supply
chains and possibly raise prices to offset
higher tariffs.
“While we are disappointed with Presidentelect Trump’s statement that he will withdraw
the U.S. from the TPP… we remain bullish
on Vietnam, which will continue to be an
important source of apparel, footwear and
travel goods for the global market,” Stephen
Lamar, executive VP of the American Apparel
& Footwear Association, tells Sports Insight.
“Access to global markets and global

The “trade debate” will remain
a hot topic in the year ahead.

Secretary of the Interior to replace Sally
Jewell. The OIA points out that McMorris
Rodgers understands public lands and waters
are the foundation of the $646 billion outdoor
recreation economy, represents several
outdoor businesses in her district and was
an original co-sponsor of the Outdoor REC
Act. Signed into law by President Obama in
late 2016, the legislation ensures the outdoor
recreation industry is included in the U.S.
gross domestic product. — Bob McGee

CAN THE INDUSTRY GET TEAM SPORTS TRENDING UP?
Overall team sports participation in the U.S.
has reached its highest point—roughly 29
million children—since 2011. That bodes
well for suppliers and sellers of team sports
equipment and apparel.
One negative? Core participation in team
sports has declined.
These findings are courtesy of the
recently released Sports & Fitness Industry
Association’s (SFIA) 2016 U.S. Trends in
Team Sports Report, which points out that
the decline in core participation (those that
play a certain sport a minimum number of
days each year) is significant because these
dedicated team sports participants are major
customers for sports retailers around the
country.
“It’s a paradox because we know that specialization is driving up participation intensity
for many athletes, but those same factors also
seem to be driving other people away,” says
Tom Cove, SFIA president and CEO.
The changing landscape of how people
participate in team sports has benefited niche
sports such as lacrosse, rugby, roller hockey
and field hockey, which are continuing to experience the greatest statistical participation
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Ice hockey is among the team
sports on a growth path.

increases over the past five years.
From 2010-2015, the five team sports with
the largest increases in participation were
lacrosse (a 47 percent increase), rugby (43 percent), roller hockey (39 percent), field hockey
(32 percent) and ice hockey 19 percent).
From 2010-2015, the five team sports with
the largest decreases in participation are

touch football (down 25 percent), wrestling
(22 percent), grass volleyball (18 percent),
paintball (18 percent), and slow-pitch softball
(16 percent).
The top five most popular team sports in the
U.S. are basketball (23.4 million participants),
baseball (13.7 million), outdoor soccer (12.6
million), slow-pitch softball (7.1 million) and
touch football (6.5 million).
Extraordinary efforts have been made to
increase youth participation by the four major
professional sports leagues (for instance,
MLB’s Play Ball program), various non-profit
organizations (such as PHIT America and
KIDS in the GAME), people in the health
and medical field and the media. As a result
of those efforts, team sports participation
saw a positive one-year growth (2014-2015)
in traditional team sports such as basketball
(up 1.5 percent), baseball (up 4.3 percent)
and even tackle football (up 4.1 percent).
“Increased numbers of total participants
present a great opportunity for our industry and our companies,” concludes Cove.
“Experiencing the sports has to be the first
step. Now, the key is to keep them and build
interest in commitment to play.” — Mike May
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CAN MEN BE ATHLEISURE STARS?

Cristiano Ronaldo is a Nike man.

Will 2017 be the year that the sporting goods
channel hits the jackpot with athleisure?
The category, red hot over the past three
years and counting, has seen much of its
heat (in dollar sales) coming at specialty
and luxe retailers. Leading athletic brands
have positioned their sportswear lines for
the year ahead with a focus on women’s, of
course, but also on men.
Under Armour has amped up its style
game in a major way over the past 12
months. The brand made waves with the
launch of its stylish (and pricey) men’s and
women’s UAS sportswear line last year.
The high-end sportswear, designed by Tim
Coppen, launched at Fashion Week in NYC.
“Designed for the ambitious and driven by
the desire to go longer, work harder and
move faster,” UAS blends functionality and
material innovations with fashion-forward
aesthetics. It will be interesting to see where
UA takes this collection as it moves forward.
In June of last year, Adidas doubled down

on its partnership with mercurial hip-hop star
Kanye West. Despite some erratic behavior
and the cancellation of his Saint Pablo concert
tour this past year, the Adidas/Kanye team
is still rolling out the collab’s much sought
after Yeezy styles as planned. The brand has
said it intends to open Yeezy retail doors and
expand its apparel and footwear offerings
with West. We’ll see what 2017 brings.
With global soccer stars Neymar Jr. and
Cristiano Ronaldo, Nike has two of the
world’s most famous athletes. (See page 34
to get an idea of their enormous social media
marketing value.) Nike just signed a lifetime
deal with Ronaldo — only the third lifetime
deal ever for the brand, along with LeBron
and Jordan. Both Neymar and Ronaldo value
style and perform with substance. Beyond
its performance product, don’t be surprised
to see Nike banking on its soccer stars more
and more in the fashion/sportswear realm
in the U.S. and globally in the year ahead.
— Cara Griffin

WILL FOOTWEAR TECH LEAD THE WAY?

Timberland Flyroam Hiker

Must-have products in stores are an
invaluable draw when it comes to attracting
consumers. On the footwear side, thanks to
the emergence of knit styles popularized by
Nike’s Flyknit and Adidas’ Primeknit, there
are potential must-have sneaker styles for
the shoe wall—the knit upper sneaker. And
brands across the board are in on the trend.
(See page 12).
Another footwear trend with plenty of
legs is coming via the outdoor world and
reflects a fusion of athletic and outdoor
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tech, not just in the uppers, but also in the
midsoles. With new midsole compounds,
constructions and technologies that borrow
an aesthetic and springy cushioning from
the athletic world, trail runners, hikers
and even outdoor casual shoes are feeling
more and more like classic running shoes,
whether they look the part or not.
“There’s a really heavy athletic trend
right now,” says Gregg Duffy, senior director
of performance footwear at Timberland.
The brand’s AeroCore Energy System sole

design, which is highlighted in the Flyroam
collection of sneaker boots for men and
women for Fall ’17, uses the high-rebound
material for cushioning, and adds a rubber
outsole for durability. The sleek, aggressive
design language of the outsole package is
definitely athletic inspired.
At Salomon, Lance Taylor, the brand’s
U.S. commercial manager, says, “What we’ve
found is that the millennial customer, the
brands they’ve been influenced by have
been very athletic. The colors and more
athletic styling resonated with them.”
Salomon’s cushy Opal foam makes its
debut in the $150 ultra-cushioned trail
runner Sense Pro Max style for Spring ’17,
where it’s dropped into the heel and forefoot
impact zones to reduce the vibrations that
add to muscle fatigue, and encapsulated by
a denser foam to keep the foot stable and
provide greater energy return.
The North Face is bringing its cushioned
Enduras TR trail runner to shelves for
Spring ’17, and with it its new XTRAfoam
technology. Consisting of a softer durometer
of EVA in the sweet spot underfoot and
surrounded by a stiffer durometer of EVA
acting as a perimeter containing it, the $130
style gives runners the softness they want
for long runs but keeps the foot stable.
— Jennifer Ernst Beaudry
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WE PUT A LITTLE EXTRA
INTO YOUR MONDAYS.
Introducing

INSIGHT EXTRA
Written by industry veteran Bob McGee, Sports Insight Extra will deliver the most important stories
of the week in a new easy to read format on any device.
The Extra Podcasts.
Sports Insight Extra’s reporting will be augmented with Podcasts with top industry executives, so you can
literally hear their own words as they discuss challenges and opportunities in the business of sporting goods.
The Sports Insight Index.
Sports Insight Extra’s report on the 28 public companies to watch in the industry will give you a
weekly snapshot of the numbers in play.

sportsinsightextra.com

Beginning January 16, 2017.
Log on. Read. Listen.

Sports Insight’s bi-monthly magazine will continue to follow these stories with in-depth analysis along
with our regular coverage of new products, trends and perspectives for the sports retail marketplace.

For further information, please contact:
Jeff Gruenhut, Publisher / 404-849-4156 / jgruenhut@formula4media, or your account manager.

END INSIGHT

#Hashtag This
If it wasn’t clear already, 2016 drove an important point home: social media is not just on the pulse of what’s happening in the world, in
many cases it IS the pulse. In the sports and ﬁtness world, Instagram is a favorite destination for consumers to show off new gear and to
post about accomplishments. The global platform of more than 500 million users has the ability to connect consumers and brands in a
major way. Popular athletes can reach tens of millions of fans with a single post. (An interesting note: 9 of the top 10 most followed male
athletes on Instagram are international soccer stars). Here’s a sampling of where some of the action is on Instagram.

Top 10 most-followed current athletes on Instagram
MALE

FEMALE

1. Cristiano Ronaldo (@cristiano) .........................................................82.9 million

1. Ronda Rousey (@rondarousey) .................................................8.8 million

2. Neymar (@neymarjr) ........................................................................62.7 million

2. Nikki Bella (@thenikkibella) ............................................................5 million

3. Lionel Messi (@leomessi) .................................................................60.2 million

3. Serena Williams (@serenawilliams).............................................4.8 million

4. James Rodriguez (@jamesrodriguez10) ..........................................27.2 million

4. Alex Morgan (@alexmorgan13) ...................................................4.3 million

5. LeBron James (@kingjames) ...........................................................26.4 million

5. Brie Bella (@thebriebella) ............................................................4.3 million

6. Gareth Bale (@garethbale11) ...........................................................24.6 million

6. Paige (@realpaigewwe) ..............................................................3.5 million

7. Zlatan Ibrahimovic (@iamzlatanibrahimovic) ...................................21.3 million

7. Natalie Eva Marie (@natalieevamarie).........................................3.5 million

8. Ronaldinho Gaúcho (@ronaldinhooﬁcial) ........................................18.3 million

8. Simone Biles (@simonebiles) ......................................................3.4 million

9. Luis Suarez (@luissuarez9) ..............................................................18.1 million

9. Sania Mirza (@mirzasaniar).........................................................2.4 million

10. Karim Benzema (@karimbenzema)................................................16.1 million

10. Natalya (@natbynature) ............................................................2.3 million

Most #Hashtagged on Instagram
SPORTS BRANDS

FITNESS TERMS

1. #nike

5. #puma

2. #adidas

6. #newbalance
7. #reebok

4. #jordan

8. #asics

6. #bodybuilding

2. #gym

7. #training

3. #ﬁt

8. #yoga

4. #workout

9. #ﬁtspo

5. #ﬁtfam

10. #running

Images: Instagram

3. #converse

1. #ﬁtness

Source: Rankings are provided by Instagram and are current as of December 1, 2016.
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